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Homo sapiens is the only species on earth that is equipped to consciously
look back on its past. The past, however, is chaotic. But it is the peculiar
ability of man, as homo historicus, to put some kind of order to this chaos,
making it understandable.  It is this conscious looking back to the past that
identifies homo sapiens as human beings. It is the nature of man as homo
historicus to be able to accumulate a collective knowledge of the past, as
pointed out by a Chinese philosopher of history, Chang Hsueh-cheng (1738-
1801).[1]

The most important element in bringing order to this chaos of the
past is some concept of time.  Time is a "human invention rendering chaos
intelligible", rather than "something that exists in itself".  Among the
various notions of time, the "year" is the most closely connected with
organizing of our past; without this conceptual invention, there would be no
way of organizing our past as history.
       Peoples and cultures have produced a variety of ways of reckoning
years: the Christian era system; the combined system of era names and
sexagesimal cycles in East Asia; the Jewish calendar; the Islamic calendar;
regnal years; Medieval European chronology by indictio, etc.
       This variety in the reckoning of years is not merely about the
assignment of numbers in order.  It also points to differences in the
psychology of dealing with time subjectively, in deciding, for example, the
starting date of the year; and it explains differences in political, social, and
cultural acts as well.
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According to the current Japanese system of organizing dates, Tuesday,
August 8, 2000 is denoted as Heisei 12 (2000) nen 8 gatsu 8 nichi Doyoubi
[The 12th year of the Heisei era (2000), the 8th month, the 8th day,
Tuesday].
       Heisei is the name of the present Japanese era, and it literally means
"Peaceful Becoming".  Most Japanese calendars indicate at the beginning of
the year, that 2000 is also the year of kanoe-tatsu (Chinese Geng-chen; the
17th year of the sexagesimal cycle), and the Tatsu informs people that 2000
is the year of Dragon.

This combined system of era name and the sexagesimal cycle has



been employed in East Asia for more than two thousand years, to the virtual
exclusion of all other modes of reckoning, until the middle of the 20th
Century. My discussion will start with the examination of the reasons why
this combined system of era names and sexagesimal cycles has dominated
the East Asia for the last two milleniums, and then delve into the nature of
reckoning years.
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In order to understand this system, it will be necessary to explain three basic
ideas: the Sinocentric character of East Asia, Era names, and the
sexagesimal cycle.

"East Asia", as a historic-cultural concept, comprises present day
China, Japan, Korea and Vietnam, where history developed around China,
who overwhelmed the peripheral countries with her physical size, political
and cultural ascendency.  This is unlike Europe, where history was shaped
by a few states of a relatively similar-size. This historic East Asia has been
termed "the Chinese world order"; or a system of international relations with
China at the center. [2] This system reached Korea and Vietnam in the early
Han period (202B.C.-A.D.9), and Japan in the 1st Century A.D..
Acceptance, and occasional rejection, of such relations by the peripheral
states, then, becomes a major feature of East Asian history.  But relations
with China play a crucial role in the social and political meanings of the
East Asian idea of chronology. [3]

This Sinocentric system also dominates the common cultural
heritage of East Asia: the vertical writing system with Chinese characters;
the Confucian social and familial order; Buddhism through Chinese
translations; the legal and administrative systems.  The peripheral states of
East Asian world might also be aptly called Sinographic cultures, in the
sense they used classical Chinese as a common language, which is, in some
sense, comparable with the use of Latin in medieval and early modern
Europe.  The adoption of Chinese ideographs later stimulated the peripheral
countries to create phonetic orthographies suitable to their languages. But
the importation of Chinese writing brought with it Chinese culture, which
became the common "cultivation" of East Asia, though China itself was
transformed in the process of this acceptance. [4]

It is important to point out that the idea of East Asian chronology is
founded on the very existence of Chinese characters.  The era name system
was first introduced into China by Emperor Wu of the Han dynasty, in 114
B.C.. It derives its origin from the idea of conferring a significant name on a
certain series of years, instead of simply reckoning a series of years by
number from a fixed point in time.  According to Ssu-ma Chien (c. 145-85
B.C.), one of the Emperor Wu's officials memorialized the idea that the first
year of each of the divided sections of the Emperor's reign should not



simply be numbered, but also named according to Heavenly good omen.
Thus this Emperor's reign was divided into three groups: the first group of
years was named Chien-yuan (Founding the First Era); the second group
was called Yuan-kuang (The First Light), because a comet appeared; and the
third group was known as Yuan-shou (The First Hunting), because a unicorn
was captured. [5]

After this, a new era name was proclaimed when a new emperor
succeeded the throne, to express his administrative ideal. For example,
under Emperor Kuang Wu the era was called Yung ping (Eternal Peace);
and when a special occasion happened during his reign, the era name
became Hsiang-hsing (Appearance of an Omen), as a result of Shen-feng
(Divine Phoenix), or the appearance of yellow dragon from the sea.
        This idea of chronology later spread to peripheral countries.  It was
employed in Vietnam and Korea by the middle of 6th Century, and in Japan
by the middle of 7th Century.  But it should be noted that what these non-
Chinese East Asian countries introduced was not the Chinese era names
themselves, rather the idea of the era names system.

However, it is important to distinguish clearly between the era
names and the era names system.  Because era names were changed less
frequently as time passed. It was Chu Yuan-chang (1328-1398), the
founding Emperor of Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), who kept the era name
Hung-wu (Great Military Achievement) throughout his entire thirty-one
year reign, which initiated the practice of using single era name for an entire
reign. Thereafter, Chinese emperors were called by their era names, and this
practice remained until the abolition of the era names system in the early
20th Century.
        Together with era names, the Chinese also employed a sexagesimal
cyclical system.  The sexagesimal cycle is expressed by the combination of
two Chinese characters.  The first character in the pair is from a series of ten
characters called kan ("stems" or "trunks"): chia, i, ping, ting, wu, chi, keng,
hsin, jen, kuei.  The second character is a zodiacal sign from a series of
twelve characters called chih ("branches"): tzu, ch'ou, yin, mao, ch'en, ssu,
wu, wei, shen, yu, hsu, hai.  The cycle starts from chia-tzu, then i-ch'ou, so
as to finish a cycle with kuei-hai, at the end of which the cycle starts again.
[6]
        This cyclical system is still widely used among the East Asians.  Yet it
falls short of designating specific years because of its nature as a relative
chronology, the number of the cycle being ignored.  It was used, in most
cases, in tandem with era names system, so as to ensure an accurate
chronology, as is shown in the current Japanese notion of dates. Certain
felicitous era names were used repeatedly in the East Asian countries. Ta-
pao (Great Treasure), for example, was used six times in China, Vietnam
and Japan. [7]
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The era names system was introduced into Japan, a century later than Korea
and Vietnam, at the time when the Imperial House was actively unifying
Japan and building a centralized Imperial state on the Tang Chinese model.
Japan had employed the regnal year system, or the sexagesimal cycle
system, prior to the introduction of the era names system.  The first Japanese
era name was introduced in 645, as a result of a coup d'etat to eliminate the
influential Soga family and place the Imperial House in direct control of
Japan, and its consequent political reforms.  Emperor Kotoku (645-654)
succeeded to the throne and assigned the era name Taika (Great Reform), as
a reminder of his administrative reform.  The era name chosen, Taika, was a
Japanese original without precedent among East Asian era names.
Moreover, Japan is the only country in East Asia that still uses the era
names system.
        It is significant, in the Japanese context, that the exclusive right to
change the era name and proclaim the calendar remained in the Emperor's
hands, even after the reigns of government passed into the hands of the
military caste.  During the Age of Military Ascendancy (1192-1868), the
Shoguns, though being at the helm of the state and recognized as the rulers
of Japan by other East Asian countries as well, never introduced their own
era names system.  Shoguns paid deep public regard, as the Imperial Court
was nominally aloof from them, to the era name which the Emperor
designated, though, the Imperial Court really decided the era name at the
suggestion of the Shogun Government. [8]
        It may be useful to survey how era names changed, taking the case of
Japan.  The name was chosen exclusively from Chinese classics. Of the 247
Japanese era names: 35 are from the Shu ching (Book of Document); 27
from the I ching (Book of Changes); 25 from the Wen hsuan (Anthology);
24 from the Hou-Han-shu (History of the Later Han); 21 from the Han-shu
(History of the Former Han).  Heisei (Peaceful Becoming), the current
Japanese era name, is also from Shu ching, and no era names have been
chosen from Japanese classics. [9]

The longest era name used was Showa (64 years); the shortest was
Ryakunin (2 months).  Of the 247 era names: 10 were used for less than a
year; 89 for 1-3 years; 71 for 3-5 years; 44 for 5-10 years; 23 for 10-20
years; 9 lasted more than 20 years; and one was of uncertain length. [10]  It
could be said that the length of time an era name endured was in proportion
to national stability.  In the stable Tokugawa Period (1603-1867), the
average duration of an era name was 7.3 years.

Most era names consist of two Chinese characters.  Some
characters, such as Ten (heaven), Ei (eternity), Sei (correct), were employed
repeatedly, in the hope that all would be right with the world.  The reasons
for a change of era name included: imperial enthronements (78 names);



good omens (19 names); extraordinary phenomena in the heavens or on
earth, including epidemic, earthquake and flood damage (124 names);
Chinese theory of the Shin-yu revolution (15 names); and the Koshi
revolution (16 names).
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The era names system is premised on the existence of Chinese letters as
ideographic characters.  The ideographic characters made it possible to
develop an East Asian philosophy of chronology that simply did not assign
an ordinal number to year, but also coated year with meaningful name.  This
practice assumes that there is a meaning inherent in the ideographic
characters, that the Chinese characters can not be free from giving a
meaningful name to the whole of this world in consequence, of which the
era names system itself was a sign.  In consequence, it never occurred to the
mind of non-East Asians to clothe year with the meaningful name. [11]

Most literate societies introduced a chronology that takes a fixed
point in time, based on a pivotal religious event, from which it reckons a
series of years like the Christian era.  But the fact that the combined system
of era names and the sexagesimal cycle monopolized East Asian, for nearly
two thousands years, gives rise to the question: Why has not a "Buddhist
era" prevailed as a unitary era-count system in East Asia, where Buddhism
had a pervasive religious influence?

The principal reason is that the combined system of era names and
the sexagesimal cycle is not altogether incompatible with the system of a
single era-count.  Take, for example, the Buddhist theory of the latter days
of the Law (Mappo), which had a fundamental influence on medieval East
Asia. [12]  It is an eschatological concept wherein the history of the world is
divided into three periods after Buddha's death; the period of the true law
(Shobo), for five hundreds years (a thousand years according to another
theory); the period of the imitative law (Zobo), for a thousand years; and the
period of the last law (Mappo), for ten thousands years.  Throughout the
three periods Buddha's teachings gradually decline, and in the third period,
people do not live by Buddha's law at all, and the country is in a state of
desolation.
        This theory was established in Northwest India around the 6th Century,
and was soon brought to East Asia.  It was a matter of primary concern for
the medieval East Asians to know when the period of the last law started,
just as the Medieval Europeans who feared the doomsday.  It required the
calculation of a whole year in succession.  The last stage of this
degeneration was then reckoned on the theory of Buddha's death in the 53rd
year of Mu-wang's reign of Chou (949 B.C.): in China it was to begin in the
3rd year of the T'en-pao era (552), according to the theory of five hundreds
years of the true law; in Japan it was to begin in the 7th year of the Eisho era



(1052), according to the theory of a thousand years of the true law.
        Although the Buddhist era system of a single era-count existed, it did
not take hold in East Asia.  Those who gave deep thought to this pessimism,
including Buddhist monks, continued to use the combined system of era
names and the sexagesimal cycle.  In fact, I have yet to find a single
instance of the use of historical descriptions from the Buddhist era system,
in the annals and the chronicles of Japanese Buddhist Temples, and even in
the official Buddhist canon of texts in East Asia. [13]
        This does not mean that the Buddhist era was never used in East Asia.
On the contrary, there exist some examples of the simultaneous use of both
systems, the Buddhist era, and the era names and sexagesimal cycle, in
Korea and Japan.  It seems to me that there was little necessity for the
Buddhist era system as a single-era count, which makes its possible to
conjecture that the combined system of era names and the sexagesimal
cycle, interdependently, fulfilled the need for chronology, more adequately
than we can now imagine.

The combined system was suitable for the human capacity of
calculation.  The average length of era names was 7.3 years, which seems to
me to be a quite sensible number for people to calculate in early modern
period.  The Japanese special term for one's 60th birthday as kanreki (return
to the birth sexagesimal cycle) is also illustrative of a number that is fitting
to the length of a human life.
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Why the sexagesimal cycle system remained in effect so long may become
clearer if we take a look at the impulse behind the invention of the Christian
era system in the 6th Century.

It was a matter of importance for the Church to compute the date of
Easter, which is a movable festival, falling on the first Sunday after a full
moon on or after the Vernal Equinox, by the Alexandrian reckoning, after
the Council of Nicaea in 325.  Years were often counted, apart from the
calendrical system used in the Alexandrian era of Diocletian, as aera
martyrum.  Although Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444), who calculated the
Easter tables, still employed the Diocletian era system. [14]

Then in 525, when Dionysius Exiguus extended Cyril's Easter
tables, he discarded the Diocletian era, chosing instead to date the calendar
from the Incarnation of Christ, thus instituting a single era counting system.
[15]  It was a strategic necessity for Christians to have a system of
chronology other than the era of Diocletian. It is natural that they thought
out an era system of their own, anchoring history to the grace of the
Incarnation as the momentous event.  However, if the emperors of the time
were tolerant of Christianity, it is doubtful that the Christian era system
could have displaced the Diocletion calendar system.



It was quite within the bounds of possibility for the ancient Chinese
to invent a single era count system, in the days when the Christian era was
introduced.  The sexagesimal cycle system could have been linked to an
absolute chronological system by giving ordinal numbers to a cycle in the
same way as the Olympic dating system.

The idea already existed of an absolute chronology based on the
sexagesimal cycle system, in San-yuan chia-tzu (a theory of the three units
of a sexagesimal cycle). [16]  It was an idea of chronology which postulated
a sexagesimal cycle (60 years) as one unit, clustered together in a three unit
group (180 years), composed of the first, the second and the third units, that
repeat themselves with an ordinal number given to each unit. The first of
these units was assumed to start in 2637 B.C., the sixty-first regnal year of
the legendary Chinese emperor Huang-ti.  According this chronology, 1984
is reckoned as the first year(chia-tzu) of the 78th unit of a sexagesimal
cycle, in the 26th three unit group. [17]
        It is nothing else than an absolute chronology with the ability of
specifying years theoretically and practically, but rarely used in East Asia.
It seems to me that the combined system of era names and the sexagesimal
system was sufficient enough for the chronological faculties of the time.
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What does the absence of a single era count system in East Asia imply?  It
will be illuminated in a review of the changing attitudes toward this
chronological system in the late-19th Century.  It was only then, after East
Asia had been opened by the Europeans, that East Asians themselves
became aware of the plain fact that their combined system of chronology
was a "regional universality", based on the world of literary Chinese.
        Although the Christian era system was brought in earnest to East Asia
at this time, it was not introduced officially or, in some countries, practically
until the middle of the 20th Century.  It was largely the result of changes in
the ruling systems in the East Asian countries, except in Japan and the
Republic of China in Formosa.

After the Meiji Restoration of 1868, Japanese political power
returned from the Tokugawa Shogunate to the Emperor, and an one reign,
one era name institution started again.  It could be said that Japan reopened
the emperor system, contrary to the events in other East Asian countries.
This Japanese era name system brought with it a new raison d'etre.  But
there was also resistance to this era name system.  In 1979, after heated
controversies, the continuation of era name system was legislated, though
the Emperor had become a mere symbol of the State and of the unity of the
people after the World War II.  In Formosa, the Government, which
designated itself as the successor of the Republic of China founded in 1911,
still uses the Republic of China era system.



        The introduction of the Christian era system in East Asia was grounded
on the realistic judgement that the era system was employed worldwide.  A
good example of this attitude is found in the declaration of the People's
Republic of China, in 1949, when it decided to introduce the Christian era
system officially, not as the Christian era system but as the international era
(Kung yuan), because it was the chronological system used in the most
countries of the world. [18]
        The similar attitude toward the Christian era system is even found in
Japan, where the system is widely used as Seireki (the Western calendar), in
order to get into an international synchronism; though it is the only country
who officially still uses era name system.  Even those Japanese who have a
positive attitude toward a continuation of the era name system, admit the
necessity of the Western era.  It can be said that Japanese use both
chronological systems, each in its proper way.

Contrary to this modern trend, North Korea, on July 9, 1997,
introduced a era name system, and the new era name was "Juche"
(autonomy), to commemorate the late Kim Il-sung.  The era starts
retroactively from his birth in 1921 as the first year. [19]

It tells us that the idea of reckoning years within the context of
meaningful names is ceaselessly alive in the collective consciousness of the
East Asian people.  We could say that "naming the year with meaningful
ideographs" is at the same time "collective revelation of their identity".
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The reason why the Christian era system was accepted by the non-Christian
civilizations, it seems to me, is because of the invention of the concept of
"B.C." (Before Christ).  This enabled the Christian era system to transform
itself into a chronology capable of locating every historical event on the
single time base.

It was first used by the Venerable Bede in his Historia ecclesiastica
gentis Anglorum (731), as "anno igitur ante incarnationem Dominicam"
(before the incarnation of the Lord).  This expression was altered in 1474 by
a monk in Köln, who instead associated "Ante Nativitatem Christi" (before
the birth of Christ) with "Anno Mundi" (years of the earth) as a practical
method of reckoning time. [20] This latter expression survived into the late-
16th Century, until a dispute among scholars over the dating of time
between Creation and the birth of Christ. The debate created a chronological
repugnance between non-Christian ancient histories, including China, and
the Bible.  From a practical point of view the idea of "B.C." survived the
agitation, and was preserved by Dionysius Petavius in the expression "ante
Christum natum"(before Christ was born). [21]
        "B.C." was thereafter used by Bossuet's Discours de l'histoire
universelle (1681), a work in which he describes, for example, the year of



the foundation of Rome as, "753 ans devant Jesus-Christ". [22]  Since the
17th Century, the idea of "B.C." has been widely accepted in Europe.
        Although it should be pointed out that "B.C." was not used singly but
as an auxiliary chronology to Anno Mundi.  It was necessary for the
Christian idea of history to become "secularized" before "B.C." could
exclusively dominate, which took place in the 18th Century.  The
transformation of Biblical chronology into the secular chronology is first
found, in Voltaire's Essai sur les moeurs et l'esprit des nations ....  (1756),
when "B.C." first acquires its sole citizenship in chronology.
        This "secularization" of chronology released Christian reckoning from
Biblical literalism, which allowed the "B.C." concept to denominate the
years serially backwards from the birth of Christ to the "creation of the
world", to cope retroactively with the vast number of years estimated by the
European scientific revolution of the 18th and 19th Centuries, based on new
discoveries in archeology and geology.  It is not deniable that this idea of
chronology is precisely the Christian idea of time reckoning, but it is also
not deniable that the invention of "B.C." consequently relativized Christian
chronology.  It freed the Christian era system from the bondage of a
chronology-within-Christianity, thus allowing it to become a universal
chronology.  Prior to this release, "B.C." was only able to describe the years
between the "creation of the world" and the "birth of Christ", as depicted in
the Bible, where it was beyond the imagination to think of a time "before the
creation of the world". [23]
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Let us return again to the question of why the Buddhist era has not been
used in East Asia where Buddhism pervaded?  Why did it let the combined
system of chronology have its own way?  The combined chronological
system of era names and the sexagesimal cycle in East Asia is comparable
in many respects with unitary chronology systems of the Jewish, Christian,
and Muslim eras.  Though Buddhism is called a religion, it is distinctly
different in nature from Judaism, Christianity and Islam.  The latter three are
all revealed religions, supposing an almighty God who created all nature;
whereas Buddhism does not suppose, rather denies the existence of an
almighty God.
        Buddhism is a religion without the "revelation of God".  As a religion,
it never reigned above the states of East Asia, as religions did above the
states in Europe and the Near East.  Rather Buddhism sometimes enjoyed
national patronage.  East Asian Buddhism is a religion introduced and
patronized by East Asian rulers and nations.  It functions politically as a
religion to insure the powers of a privileged few, though it infiltrated into
the life and thought of the East Asian people.  Such events in Christendom
as the Crusades in 12th and 13th Century, or the penance of Canossa (1077),



were out of the bounds of possibility in the East Asian Buddhism.  Nothing
in East Asian Buddhism stands as the Pope and Papal Court do in
Catholicism.
        It is remarkable that none of the four religions in East Asia make
reference to an Almighty God: neither Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism
and Japanese Shintoism; none are "revealed religions".  East Asia adheres to
a fundamentally different concept of religion.  Revealed religions have the
idea of a beginning of the world, and as the logical consequence, they
envision an end of the world.  Accordingly they made the introduction of
pivotal religious years possible, such as the first years of their eras.
        In the East Asian religions, there was no room to assume the end of the
world.  A "future land" only exists as a different dimension.  It could even
be said that East Asian religions have produced a civilization without God.
[24]
        There was little chance for another chronological system to be
propagated in East Asia besides the combined system of chronology of era
names and the sexagesimal cycle.  It was created and circulated as a system
equipped both with the necessary conditions as chronology and
characteristics suitable to their mental mode.
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A contemporary concern of chronology is, "When does the 21st Century
begin?" January 1st 2000, or January 1st 2001?  Technically, because the
Christian chronology starts from the 1st Anno Domini, the answer is 2001.

Why, then, can it not begin in the year Zero?  Because the concept
of Zero was not yet known in the West when the Christian chronology was
created in the 6th Century.  Zero came to Europe around the 10th Century,
from India, via Muslim thought. [25] This defect of Christian chronology
still annoys those who learn history at school, and astrologers who calculate
dates going back to ages "Before Christ", using a computer. [26]

Add to this defect, the error in reckoning that Jesus Christ was born
a few years before the first year of Anno Domini.  In spite of these
imperfections, we live with a Christian chronology that is now so
widespread in use all over the world that nobody can replace it with new or
revised method.
      Christian chronology now occupies the role of a common and "neutral"
chronology in the world: theoretically by introducing the concept of "B.C."
and deciding the 1st of January as New Year's Day; and politically by the
dominance of Western culture toward the end of 20th Century.
       This chronology has formed our historical consciousness and our
historical sense of time, consciously or unconsciously, by transplanting to
people a visualized image of time: past, present and future, as possibilities,
stand in a line centering on the year of Christ's birth; "B.C." extends itself



toward the left hand side endlessly, and "A.D." extends itself toward the
right hand side toward the future infinitely, by placing the "present", which
is shifting toward the right hand side every year, by extending its solid line
toward the future.
       "Common chronology" is premised on the notion that every people,
culture and nation has their own "year", upon which basis we are able to
have a balanced sense of history, by relativizing the unconscious historical
image that we are living, to a year numbered 1998.  This balanced sense of
history opens us the possibility of free and varied senses of time.
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